Flourishes from the Med Beds
Dec. 8 Tuesday 2020
The nurse at OSU East hospital directed me to the big chair. I was
preparing for the careful hook up for a 1-hour flush. I’m dealing with
COVID-19. I was given bamlanivimab infusion by vein.
Now, I’m back at Westminster-Thurber in my “confinement”
room. What a year!
Hurry, Hurry
Dec 16 OUT THE DOOR,
You’re not wanted any MORE
A positive 14-day quarantine from Covid-19 is DONE,
So off to room 246 on the RUN!

Hurry up and wait is the STYLE,
Will I get my stuff in a WHILE?
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A shot of hope is in the AIR,
All here have good CARE.
A focus on TWENTY TWENTY-ONE
The Vaccine is for EVERYONE.
A new year that looks so BRIGHT,
A bid from me to make it RIGHT!
The New Normal
Ohio Living has a new normal
It begins with the use of the mask,
6 feet apart, and yes, wash hands
Our residents are mostly vaccinated
An illusion of promise is in the air
The pandemic takes a 180⁰ turn with a new strain

Hey COVID, don’t mess with me!
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I’m on my third-thirty, don’t you see?
Step right up to the year ahead.
It’s overtime, they said

Band-Aids
Hells za poppin, what’s there to do?
How about Conductorcise?
Exercise on the screen with David Dworkin.
Balloon Volleyball is a given.
Bible Study on Tuesday
Bingo (I think 2 cards per is enough)
Want to read? Stop in. I will fix you up.
Greetings from Health Center,
Ohio Living Westminster-Thurber
A flourish is a Band-Aid along the way to tomorrow.
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From the past, the future to see compelling dedication to make it be.
Oh, that therapy is here and then the third vaccine is near.
A promise of hope in the blue sky, because we want the clouds to pass
by.
Step right up, my circus is next
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